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Editorial

How like a winter hath my absence been
From thee, the pleasure of the fleeting year!
What freezings have I felt, what dark days seen!
What old December’s bareness every where!
And yet this time remov’d was summer’s time;
The teeming autumn, big with rich increase,
Bearing the wanton burden of the prime,
Like widow’d wombs after their lords’ decease:
Yet this abundant issue seemed to me
But hope of orphans and unfather’d fruit;
For summer and his pleasures wait on thee,
And, thou away, the very birds are mute:
Or, if they sing, ‘tis with so dull a cheer,
That leaves look pale, dreading the winter’s near.

Sonnet 97 – Wm Shakespeare 1564 – 1616

Those of you who take the trouble to read these bulletins will know I am a big fan of
the bard. And no, I don’t believe for one moment that Bacon or Marlowe could
possibly have penned these wonderful words. The sonnets fairly crackle with
romance, passion and philosophy demonstrating again and again Shakespeare’s
brilliance and the above is a good example of the Great One’s range. We won’t see
the likes of him again!

Hopefully we will see the likes of President Seamus again – although not at the
January meeting. Our intrepid leader is currently enjoying a well-earned vacation in
the Antipodes (I love that word – it took me 50 years to pronounce it properly) but
was in excellent form at the December meeting as he guided us through a heavy
agenda. This, despite an inauspicious start to the proceedings when the Tail Twister
told a joke that managed to offend on religious and sexist grounds, not to mention a
distinct absence of political correctness (loud cheers!). Dear oh dear and no one can
fine the Tail Twister.

Notwithstanding such distractions President Seamus quickly got down to business
(there was the small matter of the Christmas party after the meeting) and raced
through a demanding programme as the Galway Lions continued to gird their
exhausted loins with all the Christmas projects. It was a hectic few weeks - see project
reports – and I can only gasp in admiration at my fellow lions’ capacity for hard work,
endless patience with awkward queries and personalities (myself included) and



unfailing good humour and optimism in the face of the direst of problems. And
remember:

“If you don’t learn to laugh at trouble, you won’t have anything to laugh at when
you’re old”.

Edgar Watson Howe 1853 – 1937.
Seems appropriate in the current economic climate.

In drear nighted December,
Too happy, happy tree,
Thy branches ne’er remember
Their green felicity ---
The north cannot undo them
With a sleety whistle through them
Nor frozen thawings glue them
From budding at the prime.

John Keats 1795 – 1821

Football is all very well as a game for rough girls, but it is hardly suitable for
delicate boys.

Oscar Wilde 1854 - 1900

PROJECTS

Supermarket Collections

P/C Pat Dempsey – a.k.a. the Bulletin publisher – reported early indications suggested
some €18k had been collected. This is only 6/7% down on last year and in view of the
ever worsening recession suggests one of two possibilities – either our collectors must
glow with charm and sex appeal or, more likely, the generosity of the good people of
Galway knows no bounds. For managing such a superb outturn, dealing with “no
shows” without losing his cool and for motivating the rest of us to pitch in, let’s be
upstanding for Lion Pat and his crew with:

THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDEROUS
APPLAUSE!

I think I was the first person at Motown to ask where the money was going. And that
made me an enemy. Did I find out? Honey, I found my way out the door.

Martha Reeves 1941 -

Radio Auction

Boy, was this some event or what! A new challenging location (put the fear of God in
me), all sorts of technical glitches that would test a saint, numerous helpers, gawkers
and obstructionists (and they were only the lions!) managed with unfailing good
humour to best effect – this was the project that had everything. The whole exercise
was worthy of at least an MBA if not a PhD but that supremo Lion Pat Dennigan took



it all in his stride. Ably assisted by that mighty lion Michael Murray (plus some
others, it has to be said) he overcame all the obstacles placed in his path that would
have driven a lesser lion into psychiatric care. The scale of this project since its
introduction into an anteroom at Galway Bay FM studios some 20 years ago (Pat
Connolly, you’ve a lot to answer for) has mushroomed into a 70-person operation. We
had sales desks, phone sales personnel, processors, auctioneers, runners, call back
operators, security people, new items processors and cashiers not to mention the
ebullient Keith Finnegan who drove the whole thing along on air at 90 miles an hour
(we had almost 300 items to sell in a limited time frame).

While P/C Pat will readily admit we are still on a learning curve his application, time
commitment (I doubt his family saw much of him for at least the month prior),
organisational skill, willingness to adapt and overall dedication to the job left this lion
and others breathless with admiration. God help whoever has to follow that, this time
next year. Early indications suggest, whisper it, total income is up on last year. Should
this prove to be the case, then all the rest of us mere mortals can do is fall on our
knees in the presence of greatness and salute P/C Pat, PhD/MBA Lns, and his super
team with:

THUNDERROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDEROUS
APPLAUSE!

P.S. Karen Hanlon, daughter of that illustrious lion whose name escapes me,
organised her musical friends Paddy Jordan, Padraic Joyce and Niall Teague a.k.a.
“The Rascals” to busk for one hour in dire weather the Wednesday before Christmas.
This little exercise generated €220 (proceeds lodged, Mr. Treasurer) and her proud
father says, “well done!” to Karen and “The Rascals” (who play every Sat night in
O’Connor’s of Salthill – excellent music).

We don’t like their sound, and guitar music is on the way out.
Decca records rejecting the Beatles

St Francis Home Christmas Party

This party masterminded by P/C Des Conway was a lovely occasion. While the home
is scheduled to close in 2012 there was no air of despondency about the place. There
are 17 patients in St. Francis but only a few could make it to the party, accompanied
by their families and the ever-cheerful staff. Music was supplied by 4 members of that
world famous band Beo (does that mean they were only half alive?) and light
refreshments were supplied in copious quantities. Lions Sean Mannion and Michael O
Regan were on hand to assist P/C Des and Martin Mannion (husband of Lion
Geraldine) excelled on the accordion when Beo were being revived. Lion Michael
gave a rendition of some ancient dirge lately adopted by an obscure rugby team which
succeeded in keeping our guests awake and Lion Des gave an outstanding exhibition
of dance ably assisted by Nurse Doreen Fahey. Not to be outdone VP 1 Tony,
deputising for President Seamus, also took to the floor accompanied by daughters
Grace, Emily and Lucy for the grand finale. You have to hand it to P/C Des – no one
can organise a hooley quite like he does so on your feet as we burst into:



THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDEROUS
APPLAUSE!

On growing old:
I feel I can talk with more authority, especially when I say, “I don’t know”.

at the age of 78 Peter Ustinov 1921 – 2004

Christmas Toys

P/C Dermot O Connell had asked Santa (Lion Noel de Courcey) in good time to
pencil in Wed 21st December, the shortest day of the year, in his overworked diary for
his special appearance in The John Paul Centre and St. Joseph’s Special School.
Naturally, Santa was only too pleased to use these two visits as a limber up before the
big gig on Christmas Eve. Santa was in fine voice as he Ho! Ho! Ho’d and rang his
bell and the well-trained elves (VP1 Tony and lions Dan Griffin and Des Conway)
labeled the presents for the special boys and girls. So with a trolley laden with gifts
this motley crew made their way to the JP Centre. It’s all recorded on camera for
anyone doubting the accuracy of this report. Now I know you don’t and some of the
photos are a bit blurry but you know yer man on the camera is getting on in years!

The boys and girls were delighted and while not all respond the joy on the faces of
those who did more than rewarded the visitors. Some were shy and while Santa had a
word for each no words are necessary as the spirit of Christmas transcends mere
words. The staff canteen at the JP Centre was laden with mince pies, cream, tea and
Christmas cake. After recharging the batteries it was with some difficulty the team got
to their feet and continued on to St. Joseph’s.

It’s always a happy experience at St. Joseph’s when Santa’s arrival is greeted with a
roar of excitement. Each child is called out by name, rushes up to be kissed and
hugged by Santa (yuck!) and presented with their gift. Some parents were on hand
along with their teachers and cameras were on the go full time. Happiness radiated,
they had waited so long and their patience had been rewarded.

This is a project that rekindles the Christmas spirit in each one of us fortunate enough
to participate. It is indeed our privilege to share the occasion with these special kids.
To P/C Dermot, Santa Noel and the elves we proclaim:

THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDEROUS
APPLAUSE! DG

A Trick that everyone abhors
In Little Girls is slamming doors.

Hilaire Belloc 1870 - 1953

College of Engineering and Informatics

This was the venue in handing over €584 collected by the staff of this recently opened
facility on NUIG campus. Thanks to a chance meeting of Ena Brophy of the
administrative staff of this €40m Department and Lion John McGinley who was cash



collecting at Westside. Ena wanted to know what the lions were doing, who was being
helped and no better man than Lion John to enlighten her. There and then Ena pledged
her support and duly delivered.

She arranged the presentation in the foyer with Professor Gerry Lyons, Head of
Engineering, on hand to pass over the cash. VP1 Tony (again deputising for President
Seamus) expressed the club’s appreciation at the staff’s generosity and explained
what the lions do, keeping it simple and direct. He invited Ena to our January meeting
and so she could maybe get a flavour of what we are. To Ena and Lion John we give:

THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDEROUS APPLAUSE! THUNDEROUS
APPLAUSE!

DG
SEASON’S GREETINGS

The staff at the Bulletin i.e. Contributor, Photographer and Archivist Dan Griffin,
Publisher Pat Dempsey and Editor John Hanlon wish all the Galway Lions and their
families Happiness and Good Health in 2012. Go mbeirimíd beo ag an am seo arís.

JANUARY MEETING

Date: 9th January 2012

Venue: Ardilaun

The Brains: 8.00 p. m.

The Brawn: 8.30 p. m.



Some Recent Lions Club Photos

Radio Auction 2011



(Ed: more photos next month)



Supermarket Collection 2011

Derek Joyce Pat Dennigan

Gerry Traynor OLBC Peter Flanagan

Matt Molloy Colm Feeney



John McGinley Dermot and Serina O’Connell

Eamonn Howley Geraldine Mannion

Kevin Watters Tom Burke

(Ed: more photos next month)


